Outside Israel and the Palestinian Territories, Jews and Arabs rarely share physical spaces. In North America, Jews and Arabs live primarily in separate residential areas and, for the most part, rarely do these discrete social communities cross paths. Despite this common pattern of relative social isolation, the two groups often encounter one another in the specific socio-economic and cultural environment of a Middle Eastern dining establishment in Toronto, Jerusalem Restaurant. The restaurant has two locations in the city. It has a newer branch in the North York area in a predominantly mixed neighbourhood of Asians, South Asians, Canadian Ashkenazi Jews and Arab immigrants from across the Middle East, while its older location is in the almost entirely Ashkenazi Jewish neighbourhood straddling Bathurst and Eglinton streets. Jerusalem Restaurant in Toronto serves as a site of consumption and a meeting point between otherwise disparate communities, physically and conceptually. Yet, do Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs in the largest Canadian city interact peacefully within this singular context? This study focuses on Jerusalem Restaurant because it represents a lively site of encounter for otherwise segregated communities. Moreover, we argue that while the current discourse on the conflict -either in the news media or in scholarly output, especially in macro-sociological analyses -commonly separates these communities into two opposing camps, 'Jews' and ' Arabs, ' our research uncovers a more nuanced set of relationships. First, in this study we break down the simplistic binary of 'Jews and Arabs' into three sub-groupings in order to interrogate both the social bonds and differences between Israeli Jews, Canadian Jews, and Palestinian Arabs. Secondly, this study investigates everyday encounters to reveal the mutual interests, sentiments, cultural preferences, and economic transactions shared by Israeli Jews, Palestinian Arabs, and Canadian Jews.
The cultural characteristics of the three subgroups serve as a basis for this conceptual reorganization. While Israeli Jews and Canadian Jews share a common religion, which differentiates them from the Muslim and Christian Arab communities, Israeli Jews and Israeli Arabs often share a common language (Hebrew) and life experiences in Israel. Yet, all three subgroups are fond of Middle Eastern food, and many find themselves interacting in Toronto's Jerusalem Restaurant. In this study, we focus on the different strategies used by the Palestinian owner and the managers of the restaurant to attract Israeli Jewish and Canadian Jewish clientele.
Jews and Arabs in North America
In general, Jewish Israeli immigrants tend to reside in urban neighborhoods populated by North American Jews. This is particularly evident in cities such as New York, Los Angeles, and Toronto. Similarly, Palestinian Arabs tend to settle in areas populated by other Arabs such as Midwestern cities such as Chicago, Detroit, and Toledo, as well as in the San Francisco Bay Area and Toronto. 3 While many social scientists have examined the Jewish-American diaspora, the Palestinian diaspora, and the Jewish-Israeli diaspora, not much research investigates encounters between these communities in any of these diasporic settings. 4 Only a small number of studies even compare Arab and Jewish communities in diasporic contexts. 5 For example, Kenneth Waled offers a comparative analysis of the politicized ethnic identities among three Semitic-heritage groups in the United States: Muslim Arabs (not only Palestinians), Christian Arabs, and (primarily non-Israeli) Jews. 6 Additionally, Yinon Cohen's macro-sociological analysis examines the socio-economic characteristics of Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs in the United States, including their respective patterns of assimilation. 7 These important comparative studies, however, do not explore the micro-sociological environment of day-to-day interactions between Jews and Arabs. 8 This is mainly because such contacts rarely occur, and because scholars have yet to turn to foodway practices as a means for cultural crossover and social interaction among otherwise disparate or politically contentious groups. 9 It is important to note that while literature on interactions between Arabs and Jews outside of Israel is scarce, some studies highlight the influence of both Middle East- Beyond the local Israeli or Palestinian setting, research on immigrant societies such as the United States, England, and Canada sheds light on the ways in which ethnic groups perform and negotiate their cultural identities through foodways.
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By focusing on Toronto, one of the most diverse cities in the world, and using Jerusalem Restaurant as a case study, this project builds upon these approaches to suggest that foodways serve as a nearly singular means for cultural and social interaction between diasporic Arabs and Jews.
Immigrants and the Food Business
Literature on food and ethnicity suggests that the flourishing of the ethnic food market is rooted in both immigrants' demand for foods from their home country as well as in difficulties in finding suitable employment in the wider labour market. Studies on immigrant enterprises in the food sector in Britain demonstrate that immigrants display a higher tendency to enter the retail food and restaurant sector within the specific field of "ethnic food," and that immigrant entrepreneurship may be best explained in terms of a combination of socioeconomic and cultural factors. For example, the existence of social networks within ethnic communities provides access to ethnic markets, information, and labour, while allowing immigrants to employ family members or co-ethnics in the food business.
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Canadian research on foodways reveals comparable tendencies in other immigrant communities. Many studies corroborate the notion that first-generation immigrants are more likely than Canadian-born citizens to be self-employed, and that they are overrepresented in the restaurant industry. However, the tendency for self-employment, especially in the restaurant business, is not necessarily an intrinsic characteristic of migrants but rather a phenomenon determined by the structure of the labour market. 14 While poor language skills and limited education are often identified as explanatory variables, other studies argue that higher rates of immigrants in the restaurant business are propelled by racialized practices in the labour market, first toward non-Anglo-Saxon European immigrants and, in the past forty years, toward Asian and African migrants. For example, a study by Carlos Teixeira et al. demonstrates that, despite policies which encourage multiculturalism, self-employed immigrants in Toronto confront language barriers as well as discrimination and overt racism.
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Many of Teixeira's interviewees, European as well as non-European immigrants, reported difficulties in finding suitable jobs in the larger labour market prior to becoming self-employed. In other words, retreating to self-employment in an "ethnic niche" is a result of failed efforts to integrate in the general economy.
A macro-sociological study by Daniel Hiebert and Ravi Pendakur based on Canadian census data collected between 1971 and 1996 found that the restaurant industry is one of the most economically significant sectors for immigrants in Canada.
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For example, one out of every ten immigrants who landed in Canada between 1991 and 1996, and who was economically active from 1995 to 1996, was engaged in restaurant work. Restaurants have become the quintessential employment sector for newcomers in Canada, particularly in the niche sector of "ethnic food." Ley calls this phenomenon the "flood of ethnic food businesses" in Canada. 17 Yet, from a cultural perspective it is important to note that these ethnic food businesses serve not only employment demands, but also attract immigrant customers as they become common centers for various immigrant communities, hubs of cultural practices, and a means to display ethnic identities.
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Like other ethnic groups in North America, many Israeli and Arab immigrants face difficulties in securing well-paying employment in the general labour market and are, therefore, attracted to their respective ethnic small-business sectors, including food retail establishments and restaurants. In fact, Arab immigrants tend to own small businesses, mainly grocery stores and convenience stores, more so than any other immigrant group in the United States.
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Research in Canada similarly reveals a high proportion of various self-employed businesses among Israeli Jews.
20

The Setting and Data Collection
Among the various ethnic or immigrant groups in Toronto are Jewish and Arab communities. Coming from a wide range of countries of origin, neither of these communities are homogeneous and each includes a variety of subgroups. One of the sub-groups within the larger Jewish community in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is the Jewish Israeli immigrant community. This population tends to live along Bathurst Street in the North York area, and in the suburb of Thornhill, while Arab immigrants are concentrated in the western part of Toronto and in the nearby city of Mississauga.
The Jewish community in the GTA numbers approximately 200 000 people, a figure that includes about a quarter of Jewish Israeli immigrants.
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The 227 000 members of the Arab community in the GTA are composed of 49 percent Muslims and 41 percent Christians, including around 11 000 self-identified Palestinians.
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This research is based on the case study of a successful Palestinian-owned Middle 
Research Methods
This study is based on qualitative research methods backed up with primary statistical sources and secondary literature. The authors conducted fieldwork in Toronto over a period of eight months in the academic year [2005] [2006] . The data for this study drew upon participant observation, in-depth interviews, and a content analysis of menus and marketing materials.
We observed frequent customers in the two branches of Jerusalem Restaurant on both weekends and weekdays. We also observed activities on special occasions such as the New Year Eve party, Christmas Eve, and Friday nights which included special performances of music and belly dancing. We continued to dine in these restaurants beyond the time period dedicated for research purposes, which enabled us to keep tracking the patterns we identified during the research period.
Our second primary method involved an analysis of marketing flyers and advertisements published in the weekly Shalom Toronto Hebrew newspaper, throughout the eight-month period of the study. We used coding categories for both the main texts and visuals of the advertisements, while coding cultural, religious, linguistic, food and pricing elements. We found no evidence of directly political themes that we had expected to find in the advertisements. By using weekly sequential analysis we were able to track changes made in the advertisements, as the restaurant marketed itself differently on various occasions.
We also conducted a content analysis of the menu with the help of a professional chef, in order to identify the various cultural sources incorporated into the restaurant's Middle-Eastern offerings and to notice any specific religious dietary restrictions in the meals offered.
Finally, we conducted ten in-depth, semi-structured interviews with various workers in the two restaurants. The interviews included the owner of the two branches, managers, one cook, and six wait-staff from both locations. Most of the interviews were held in the restaurants during break time. The interviewees also served as key informants and provided us with interpretations of the social meanings of some of our observations. The interviews varied in length (30-90 minutes) and in the main language that was used in the interview (either Hebrew or English, and sometimes a mixture of both, with occasional Arabic words). All the data collected was carefully recorded and transcribed immediately following the interviews and/or the particular observation periods.
The interviews included biographical details related to the Israeli / Palestinian / Jewish background of the interviewees and their perceptions about life in Canada compared to their country of origin.
They also included open-ended conversations about the restaurant, its clients, labour relations, publicity, and marketing strategies. The interviews concluded with the interviewees' opinion on various aspects of the Jewish -Arab relationship: social, cultural, religious, and political.
Additionally, we had informal talks with diners in the restaurants, but these were random conversations in order to get the 'vibe' of the place from the diners' perspective. We did not analyze these responses systematically, as our major focus in this study was to understand the restaurants' business operation strategies. We were especially attentive to the strategies of the Arab-Palestinian owner and managers in attracting Jewish-Canadian clientele to the mid-town location and Jewish-Israeli clientele to the northern location.
To reflect on our positions in the field, it is important to note that both authors of this study are Jewish Israeli-Canadians who, during the research period, lived in Toronto. Our study took place during a relatively calm period in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, perhaps positively skewing our results. We are aware of the fact that our data collection and analysis might have been affected by our identity as Hebrew-speaking Israeli Jewish women.
Background of the Restaurant
Jerusalem Restaurant was established in Toronto on Eglinton Street in 1971 and, according to the owner, George, it was the first Middle Eastern restaurant in Toronto. It caters to many pan-Middle Eastern groups and its name reflects the city shared by many of them.
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According to the owner, Jerusalem Restaurant has always been a 'Middle Eastern' restaurant, broadly conceived -that is, a restaurant that does not cater exclusively to customers of any single country, culture, or religious background, but rather to the fusion or meeting of several Middle Eastern identities. The Eglinton branch of the restaurant is still at its original location, in the Bathurst and Eglinton Streets area, at the heart of a middle and upper-middle class Ashkenazi Jewish community associated with the Forest Hill neighbourhood.
According to Elias, the manager and chef at the Eglinton branch, 80 percent of his clients are regular customers consisting mostly of Jews who live in the neighbourhood and who frequent his restaurant 2-3 times a week. While Jerusalem Restaurant does not market itself as a Jewish institution (its food is neither kosher nor Eastern European), its style and wide selection of Middle Eastern dishes makes it very popular among Jewish clientele.
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Elias refers to his regular patrons as "like family." The regular customers are such a strong component of his business that the restaurant does not accommodate private events. The spoken language in the dining area and in the kitchen is mostly English. The manager speaks English with everybody except the Palestinian cook, with whom he speaks Arabic.
Twenty-one years after opening on Eglinton Street, the family opened a second, northern branch of Jerusalem Restaurant, in the suburb known as North York, first located on Finch Street, and soon after moved south of Finch to Leslie Street. These North York locations were and continue to be in areas with a sizeable number of Canadian Ashkenazi Jews and recent Jewish-Israeli immigrants. While the Eglinton Street branch caters to a relatively homogeneous crowd drawn from the upper-middle class Jewish neighborhood in which it is located, the much larger buffet-style at the current Leslie Street branch markets a celebratory Middle Eastern atmosphere to a more diverse group of clients. According to Samir, the manager of the Leslie Street branch, his clientele is heterogeneous, including, in his estimation, about 20 percent Israeli Jews, 10 percent Canadian Jews, 20 percent Arabic-speaking people from various countries (which he did not specify), 26 20 percent Canadians of European descent, 15 percent Armenians, 27 and the remainder composed of other groups such as Chinese and South Asians. To illustrate the diverse nature of the clientele, the owner, explains: "if you come here on the weekend, of the more than 200 people who come to our restaurant, they are from 50 different ethnic backgrounds" .
The owner, George, is a Christian Arab born in Ramla, in 1944, now in Central Israel, who identifies as a Palestinian.
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Explaining his political background, George clarifies: "when I was born, I was born in Palestine, when I left [to immigrate to Canada, at age 19] it was Israel." Now, he says, "I am Canadian and I am Palestinian. Canada is my home." He does not self-identify as an "Israeli Arab," yet he is a fluent and native Hebrew speaker, so much so that our interviews were conducted in Hebrew with only some English sentences or Arabic words:
I'm here 41 years, so I don't really use my mother tongue, Arabic. Here we speak English. I would like to use Hebrew as well but I have forgotten some of it [he says in Hebrew]. I came alone to Canada, not because of economics; you want to live in peace. If people think that they live only once, they will change their mind regarding life. Here it is a good life; everybody is free to do whatever they want. Everybody minds his own business. That's what we are looking for.
While George describes himself as a Canadian and a Palestinian, his nephew, Samir, manager of the restaurant's satellite location on Leslie Street, claims a different identity. Samir was born in 1971 in Jaffa to a Christian family and came to Canada at the age of 16. He considers himself an Israeli Arab, but adds, "I am Canadian as well." Interestingly, George refers to the state of Israel by its formal name, "Israel," whereas Samir uses the common Hebrew Israeli phrase, ha-aretz ("The Land"), suggesting the two men's differing relationships to their native land. When asked if he thinks of going back to Israel, Samir replies: "I have close family in ha-aretz. I go there twice a year. If it will be good there and I'll have job, I will go back." Samir met his Canadian-born wife in Toronto through her parents who also immigrated from Ramla. Samir's sister, Jasmine, who emigrated from Jaffa to Toronto in her twenties, also works in the restaurant as a cashier along with her husband. Their eldest daughter is also a waitress at Jerusalem Restaurant. Jasmine says: "I miss ha-aretz and I'm thinking of going back sometime, but my kids are not interested at all. They don't want to go there even for a visit" .
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Whereas the interviews with George, Samir, Jasmine, and some of the waitresses and waiters in both branches of Jerusalem Restaurant were held in Hebrew, Elias, the manager of the branch on Eglinton Street, speaks no Hebrew. Elias has been managing the Eglinton Street location of Jerusalem Restaurant since 1980. He is George's brother-in-law and a non-practicing Greek Orthodox Arab from Bethlehem who moved with his family to Toronto the same year he started working at the restaurant. Elias is currently the manager as well as the chef of this location. He says:
I didn't like the situation in Israel and wanted some change [….] I was born in Bethlehem but my life is here, my kids are here, I'm a Canadian citizen [.…] I love this country; this is the best place on earth. My dad is Greek and my mother is Palestinian. We are Canadian citizens, but I don't forget where I came from.
The two branches of Jerusalem Restaurant differ in size, atmosphere, and in serving style. The original Eglinton Street branch is much smaller than the Leslie Street branch. The former location accommodates 70 diners à la carte and is divided into two dining spaces. Instrumental Middle Eastern music plays nightly and the walls are covered with paintings depicting hilly nature scenes. Copper vases dot the room, mobiles hang on the walls, breezy curtains dangle from the ceiling, and the windows are stained-glass. These elements, together with the indoor Arabesque architecture, Jewish-Arab Encounters in a Middle Eastern Restaurant in Toronto all create a soothing Old Jerusalem ambiance.
The atmosphere at the Leslie Street branch is different. It is much larger, with seating for approximately 250 diners. It accommodates private events and celebrations and operates as an all-you-can-eat buffet. The two branches share the same menu but the newer, northern location also has a rich display of seafood on offer. Every weekend at the Leslie Street location, on Friday and Saturday nights, the restaurant features both live Middle Eastern music and belly dancers, creating a party-like atmosphere. Ali, an Arab musician who was born in Bethlehem, plays the organ for three to four hours and sings popular songs in Arabic, Hebrew, and English. He alternates between classical Arabic and Hebrew melodies, folk songs, and contemporary hits. In addition to the musician, the restaurant also provides a belly dancing performance which attracts many customers. Some dance along and take pictures, others clap their hands or place paper money bills in the dancers' bras.
The Menu
We conducted a menu analysis to help understand the cultural origins of the food served at Jerusalem Restaurant. To describe its offerings, Jerusalem Restaurant uses the term "Mid-Eastern Cuisine" on Eglinton Street, and "Mediterranean Buffet" on Leslie Street. The difference in the two locations' names reflects the difference in size of the locations and the style of restaurant: the former is a smaller full-service restaurant catering to a smaller mid-town neighbourhood whereas the latter is a larger buffet style dining hall which caters to a suburban crowd.
Our menu analysis suggests that without revealing the owner's specific ethno-religious background, Jerusalem Restaurant offers a Middle-Eastern vibe, broadly conceived, complemented by the restaurant's title, décor, and entertainment. Much of the menu is comprised of Lebanese, Syrian, Turkish, and fusion Middle Eastern dishes, which may attract customers from broader ethnic and religious groups. Any explicitly non-Middle Eastern or generally North American food is found only in the kids' menu (e.g., hamburgers) and in the selection of steaks much like those served at typical North-American steakhouses. Besides standard North-American alcoholic beverages, the menu also features anise drinks, which are popular across the Mediterranean and the Middle East. Moreover, no pork products, which are forbidden by both Judaism and Islam, appear on the menu at Jerusalem Restaurant. As Samir explains: "[excluding pork] makes it more comfortable for our Jewish and Muslim clients." However, the menu at the Leslie branch, which tends to attract a lot of non-observant Jews, does include seafood, which is prohibited under kosher dietary laws.
It is well known that Israeli cuisine adopted some basic ingredients and dishes from Arabic foodways. For example, hummus, foule, falafel, tahini and labaneh all originate in Arab culinary cultures and have become trademarks of Israeli folk food, albeit in a changed context adjusted to the customary habits of Jews.
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For these reasons the food at Jerusalem Restaurant, while a mixture of Arab-fused foodways, clearly appeals to Israeli diners looking for a taste of 'home' . This tendency to reinterpret traditional Arab food as an authentic Israeli cuisine was also observed by Gvion. Over the course of our research we discovered that this change was the result of a practical, business consideration relating to a competing restaurant, rather than a political or religious statement. Interestingly, during the year 2005-6 another Middle Eastern restaurant opened in Toronto with almost the same name, Jerusalem II, and it also advertised in the same local Hebrew newspaper. However, Jerusalem II was a kosher restaurant owned by an Israeli Jewish religious immigrant and he used the Jewish symbols of the Tower of David and the Western Wall as the restaurant's logo. Apparently, the Leslie Street location inserted the Dome of the Rock symbol in its logo and advertising in order to differentiate itself from the newly established Jewish restaurant with the similar name. As George explains:
The confusion [with the other Jerusalem Restaurant] was disturbing. I don't want to have any troubles. People know that we have our standards in food preparation, and if they have problems with food there, it will affect us, because someone might think that it is the same Jerusalem. They are open less than a year, surprisingly. People thought that we opened a new branch and then saw that it is a different place. Since they knew I'm working well, they took my name. Someone opens and tries to imitate you -that's not good! A name is a name. I registered that! The use of the Dome of the Rock in the Shalom Toronto Israeli newspaper served the business needs of the original Jerusalem Restaurant by setting itself aesthetically and culturally in opposition to the newly established Jewish-owned kosher com-petitor. By using the Dome of the Rock as its logo, it seems that the "Arab Jerusalem" restaurant was able to differentiate itself from the "Jewish Jerusalem" restaurant, particularly as both restaurants were competing for a similar Jewish-Canadian and Jewish-Israeli clientele.
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The owner and managers insist that despite the fact that their logo is a picture of a well-known Muslim shrine, they believe the symbol does not carry any Muslim religious meaning, especially since they themselves are Christians. The symbol, they explained, was chosen as a well-known aesthetic reference to Jerusalem. In George's words:
When you visit Jerusalem, you see the Dome from various angles. It is the most salient [structure] in Jerusalem. Everybody knows it, wherever you go in Jerusalem, you see that. It is part of Jerusalem as a whole that belongs to everybody. This is the place that Abraham wanted to sacrifice his son, isn't it? This is a holy place for all religions. Abraham is the first person to believe in God. Abraham belongs to everybody. Muslims pray to Abraham as well. To me it doesn't mean anything [religious] . I didn't put it on for religious reasons and have no intentions to do so for religious meaning. Religion is between God and me only. I left the symbol as a symbol for all Jerusalem.
Samir adds:
You look at this symbol and it reminds you of Jerusalem, it is used in TV and everywhere. It is not a religious symbol, it is a trademark, and it doesn't bother anyone [of the customers]. We didn't think of it as something that will bother anyone, but as a part of the view of Jerusalem. If we put the Christian church or the Jewish Western Wall it won't be so visible.
It seems that the reluctance of the Arab-Christian owner and managers to associate their Dome of the Rock logo with any clear Islamic meaning echoes in the way Jewish diners interpret this symbol. For example, Ralph, a Canadian-Jewish sociologist in his thirties says:
The Israeli/Middle East decor of the restaurant and the Israeli food make me feel at home and comfortable in what I suppose I am appropriating as a Jewish environment. The symbol of the Dome of the Rock is taken by many Jews, I would argue, as a generic symbol of Israel, which Jews sub-consciously appropriate to mean Jewish Israel. The fact that the Dome of the Rock is a mosque is not the issue. It is part of the vision of the Old City that many of us have etched in our minds through photographs: the walled city, the Kotel, temple mount, dome of the rock -it is a familiar "Jewish" symbol. Jewish-Arab Encounters in a Middle Eastern Restaurant in Toronto These statements reveal the different associations and imaginaries attached to the city of Jerusalem and the different ways in which this symbol is interpreted. While Jews and Arabs gather in Jerusalem Restaurant to share their delight for Middle Eastern cuisine, strong differences remain concerning the meaning of the apparently shared symbol of Jerusalem. Although the managers would like to portray the Dome of the Rock as a "generic" symbol of the city and of its landscape, Jewish patrons seem to re-imagine it as a familiar "Jewish" symbol on the Temple Mount in the Old City of Jerusalem.
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The Christian-Arab owner and the managers of Jerusalem Restaurant have consistently attempted to avoid religious connotations in order to appeal to a diverse pool of clients.
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This effort is also exhibited in the fact that the restaurant offers alcohol, normally forbidden for Muslim practitioners, as well as belly dancing performances (at the Leslie Street branch) which together emphasize the secular nature of the place.
Another example of the secular character of Jerusalem Restaurant is the Sylvester celebration. The Civic New Year, Sylvester, is celebrated in the restaurant with a special holiday party. This holiday became trendy in Israel among secular Jews over the last three decades. Jerusalem Restaurant advertised the holiday in Shalom Toronto for Israeli clientele as "Mizrahi Hafla (party, in Arabic and in Hebrew slang) until the crack of dawn," accompanied by "a special singer who came straight from Israel… and Champagne." The term 'Hafla' bears the same meaning to both Jewish Israelis and Arabs. Despite the proximity to Christmas and the use of a Christmas tree as a decoration, for the secular Jewish-Israeli clientele, this holiday does not carry any religious meaning and is perceived as a cultural, civic holiday. Elias, the manager of the Eglinton Street branch, explains:
Religion doesn't matter, what matters is the person. We have people from all religions; I look at them as Canadians: Arabic, Hebrew, English, Chinese -all together. It doesn't matter who is coming, what language they speak. It doesn't matter. It is a business.
However, it is interesting and important to note that although Elias emphasizes the restaurant's lack of religious or even specific ethnic affiliation, the Eglinton Street branch under his management, which relies heavily on Jewish clientele, provides matzah to its patrons during Passover, an unusual fit for non-kosher restaurants in North America. And so, despite his insistence that "it doesn't matter who is coming, what language they are speaking," in practice the restaurant celebrates Sylvester and Passover. This reflects the owners' background and their attempt to make both branches of the restaurant welcoming places for non-observant Canadian Ashkenazi Jews, Israeli Jews, Arabs, and others.
Political or Apolitical Space?
The Jewish-Arab conflict, which is embedded in the image of the Dome of the Rock on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, is obviously not only a religious conflict, but also a political one. When we asked George why he picked the name "Jerusalem," he explained: "It is a beautiful name, so why not? Is there a more beautiful name than Jerusalem? Jerusalem is a very famous city, that's why. Some of my family members were born in Jerusalem; we used to live in Jerusalem." Samir, the restaurant's manager, stresses that Jerusalem is a shared symbol rather than a disputed one: "Jerusalem is something that everybody can share: Muslims, Christians, and Jews. We wanted something that everybody can share: its food."
The restaurant named after Jerusalem -among the most contested cities in the world -caters to mixed ethnic and religious groups who otherwise vie for land in the Middle East. It also uses the symbol of the Dome of the Rock, among the most fought-over symbols and sites in history, as its logo. Nonetheless, the managers of the two branches try to avoid contentious political questions, declaring that "politics is bad for business." The firmness by which they express this motto indicates the potentially explosive nature of this topic. Elias, the manager of the Eglinton location that serves mostly Canadian Jewish clients, tries to avoid politics as much as possible:
I don't feel any conflict at all. It is food. We are not politicians. It is a food business. Here I look at it differently, I am a friend of everybody, I don't ask who you are. We become friends and close with our customers, doesn't matter where from. We have no political problem. These kids [pointing to the young Israeli waitresses] work here, they can tell […] I don't like killing, we should live in peace no matter where, because God gives us life so we can't take life. Look what happens all over the world, I don't know why.
George, the owner, while aware of the political dimension of running a Middle Eastern restaurant, walks a fine line in that he views his enterprise as a departure from the divisive politics which characterize his native country:
We don't look for confrontations […] Politics don't get you anywhere. I'm happy to see the people here. Why can't they live in peace there [in Israel] too? I don't allow politics here, it's not a place for politics, it's a place for eating and having fun […] sometimes I tell them [his two sons and two daughters who were born in Canada] go visit your aunts [in Israel], but they are not interested.
In response to the question of whether the al-Aqsa
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Intifada, the Palestinian uprising against Israel in 2000, affected his business, Elias told us: "It happened there, it didn't affect us here. Here we make a living. We work hard to make a good life. That's the most important thing. Politics is not for us. We are like family with our customers. People come here twice a week and we have become friends."
In a second interview with him, Elias repeatedly emphasized that politics represents a non-issue for the restaurant, declaring that "I feel like a human being and it doesn't matter where. Making a good life for my family is number one. I don't take any sides […] no politics, zero politics, politics is not good for business!" The two Israeli waitresses working in the branch seemed to suggest that Elias's apolitical approach had proved effective. Keren says:
The Jewish community that comes here is interested only in food, not in politics. I haven't heard of someone who left the place finding out that the owner is an Arab […] People watch [these events on] television but it doesn't affect their life here. People here live their own lives [...] The Jewish clients here love him, and everybody knows that he is an Arab. He is the kind of person that will do his best for his patrons, he won't lose a patron.
However, while Elias claims that avoiding the expression of political views is the best way to keep sensitive and contentious issues from arising, 38 tangible objects in the restaurant cater to the overwhelmingly Jewish clientele: a poster-size ad for an upcoming theatrical production about the late Israeli Prime Minister, Golda Meir, is taped to the window, facing the street, and numerous copies of the Hebrew newspaper Shalom Toronto are placed on a counter in the lobby, right by the restaurant's entrance. In publicizing specifically Jewish communal and Israeli events and advertising in the local Hebrew press, Jerusalem Restaurant's owner and managers indicate that their focus lies with the cultural life of their Jewish clients. Although Jerusalem Restaurant makes no qualms about being an Arab-run restaurant, it clearly caters to its Jewish clientele. There is no analogous Arab or Muslim material in or advertisements for the restaurant.
Palestinian Arabs, Israeli Jews and Canadian Jews in Jerusalem Restaurant
Based on our observations and the estimation of the managers of the two branches, Jewish patrons comprise the primary customer-base for the Palestinian-owned Jerusalem Restaurant. While Canadian Jews represent the principal customers of the Eglinton Street branch, Israeli Jewish immigrants frequent the northern Leslie Street branch.
Jewish Israeli immigrants are attracted to the Leslie Street branch for several reasons: Middle-Eastern food, the proximity to their area of residence, the buffet-style service, the modest prices, the dynamic spirit of live music and belly dancing on weekends, and the general atmosphere of a Middle-Eastern eatery which reminds them of similar eateries in Israel. As immigrants, they are also happy to be able to speak Hebrew with each other and with the Israeli Jewish and Arab waiters in their adopted home country. Jerusalem Restaurant feeds the nostalgia of Israeli immigrants by providing a familiar cultural environment in food, music, and language.
An Israeli waitress, Sigal, observes: "There is not a big difference in mentality between Israelis and Arabs regarding food, entertainment and spending time, not a big difference at all." Similarly, Yael adds: "The clients love to come here because it has good food and high standards. Moreover, it is genuine -they [the Palestinians] came from The Land [ha-aretz] and brought the real things."
The reputation of Jerusalem Restaurant in Toronto attracts not only returning Israeli diners but also Israeli newcomers looking for jobs. Fluent in Hebrew but lacking Canadian experience, some young Israeli newcomers find Middle-Eastern restaurants a convenient entry point into the labour market. At the same time, the Palestinian owner of Jerusalem Restaurant is interested in hiring 'front-stage' Israeli wait-staff because they are preferred by the Jewish clientele who feel that they are helping to support Jewish newcomers and Israeli culture.
This employment interdependence in Toronto stands in sharp contradiction to employment segregation in Israel. Gvion claims that Arabs in Israel have not been given sufficient opportunities to create an ethnic food-based economy, resulting in a dependency within the Arab minority on the Jewish labour market.
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This may be clearly observed in Middle-Eastern restaurants in Israel, where Arabs are generally employed as 'backstage' kitchen workers with very little contact with Jewish diners. In Toronto, however, Jewish Israelis work 'the front line' as waiters and waitresses, alongside Arab waiters, in order to attract and better serve Jewish and Israeli Hebrew-speaking customers.
Another example illustrates this interaction between Israeli-Arab waiters and the Jewish-Israeli clientele. Jamal, an Israeli-Arab waiter at the Leslie Street branch, heard us speaking Hebrew and approached us in the language. At the end of the meal, he wrote on the bill in Hebrew "toda raba" (i.e. 'thank you very much'). In doing so, he tried to underscore the cultural commonalities between us and thereby also encourage us to leave a nice tip (a strategy which turned out to be successful).
The Eglinton Street location attracts primarily middle and upper-middle class Jews who are fond of the food, the calming music, the nice decor, and its status as a neighbourhood restaurant with a welcoming 'homey' feeling provided by the manager. In addition, the Middle Eastern cuisine is perceived as nutritious and healthier than Jewish-Arab Encounters in a Middle Eastern Restaurant in Toronto some other ethnic cuisines. As Jane, a Jewish middle-class professor who together with her family eat at the restaurant frequently, noted: "the food is delicious and healthier than pizzas and pastas served in other restaurants in the neighbourhood." George believes that local Jews are attracted to the somewhat exotic food: "Our food was not known here, not in the Jewish community. The Jews here came from different countries, from Europe. It is a different food for them here." It seems that the owners deliberately cater to this Jewish desire for Middle Eastern food, which is identified as integral part of Israeli cuisine. By way of association, Jewish customers may perceive this food as 'theirs' by linking Middle Eastern food with the Jewish homeland.
By exploring the triangular relationship between Palestinian Arabs, Israeli Jews and Canadian Jews, we identified various alliances. Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews communicate in Hebrew, enjoy similar food and entertainment, and long for the same landscapes. Moreover, we discovered that new economic relationships have been created between Israeli immigrants -Jews and Arabs -outside of Israel. In Toronto, Israeli Jews are more willing to dine in Arab restaurants and work for an Arab employer as a temporary solution to economic difficulties.
Canadian Jews and Israeli Jews share the same religion but speak different languages, and have different ways of being.
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Canadian Ashkenazi Jews and Palestinian Arabs are the most culturally remote pair within these three sub-groups. However, Jerusalem Restaurant offers Canadian Jews a glance at something that may be conceptualized as an original, authentic and even romantic representation of the Holy Land, characterized by popular Middle-Eastern images and tastes.
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Whether we would like to analyze this as an orientalist depiction provided by the owners for the sake of maximization of profit or would like to see it as a way of creating a shared imagined community remains open for interpretation.
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In our conclusion though, we offer a more pragmatic formulation of this social relationship.
A Foodway Community in Jerusalem Restaurant
In conclusion, our research corroborates the findings of previous studies on ethnic restaurants in that Jerusalem Restaurant attributes its success to catering to an ethnic clientele, relying on workers of a background similar to its clientele, employing newcomers in working-class jobs, operating a business as a self-employment solution for immigrants, employing close and reliable family members in the business, and exploiting ethnic identity and ethnic food knowledge as a resource. 43 However, Jerusalem Restaurant also deviates from these typical characteristics of an ethnic restaurant: it caters to its own co-ethnic group yet it also, or even more so, caters to other groups that may share some ethnic features, but who are also quite distinct from, or even in conflict with, each other. It employs Arabs as front-line workers, but also employs Jewish-Israeli immigrants as wait-staff, as it relies heavily on a Jewish clientele.
In order to suggest an explanation for this strategy, we would like to use Brown and Mussell's conceptual framework regarding 'communities within food systems' . 44 They argue that regardless of factors such as age, socio-economic status, and occupation, communities may be analyzed by their shared food consumption. In the case of Jerusalem Restaurant in Toronto, we argue that in this diasporic context, the three ethnic groups -Palestinian Arabs, Israeli Jews and Canadian Jews -function as components of a foodway community despite national and political boundaries.
Using this model, we argue that outside of the Middle-East these three sub-groups may be understood as co-ethnics who share similar cultural resources and needs rather than as clashing ethnic groups engaged in a never-ending conflict. In the context of Jerusalem Restaurant in Toronto, the social, cultural and economic transactions between these groups result in the creation of a foodway community: cooking, eating, selling, buying, trading, and working for each other.
Further, if we view this foodway community as symbolizing a set of social interactions, we see that the three sub-groups negotiate, trade, and consume 'their' notions of Jerusalem when they encounter each other in the restaurant. Scholars such as Susan Kalcik explore the link between food and self-perception and suggest that individuals or groups use food, consciously or unconsciously, as a symbolic tool of manipulation to make statements about identity: "People tend to eat as they would like to be perceived, so that it is as much a matter of 'you eat what you wish to be" . 45 By adopting this interpretation we suggest that each group creates a distinctive cultural identification with Jerusalem (the city) while sharing and enjoying the food, music and aesthetics at Jerusalem Restaurant. Much like the city of its namesake, Jerusalem Restaurant has many meanings and it serves different purposes for the different sub-groups who encounter each other within it. These include business interests, culinary preferences, entertainment, nostalgia, home imagery, and identity construction.
This interpretation therefore raises the question of whether Jerusalem Restaurant is a "real" or "imagined" community, to borrow Benedict Anderson's concept. Anderson's analysis explores the ways in which the modern nation-state became the major focus of collective identification by using imagination, sentiments and new technologies in order to spread the notion of national affinity transcending pre-modern, face-to-face interactions between members of traditional communities.
Our case study, which is situated in a postmodern, globalised era, characterised by mass immigration and new technological and economical opportunities, demon-Jewish-Arab Encounters in a Middle Eastern Restaurant in Toronto strates the creation of new face-to-face interactions which transcend religious and national borders. These interactions serve a role in cross-group relations and create new sites of contact between neighbours who are affiliated with different, sometimes rival, communities.
In Toronto, Palestinian Arabs, Israeli Jews, and Canadian Ashkenazi Jews have different ideas about the city of Jerusalem as a geographical location and symbolic marker. Yet, they all yearn for a similar cultural space that, much like the city of Jerusalem, will engage their senses and enable them to imagine their homeland. Food, the main reason for their encounter, acts as a unifying social praxis, creating what seems to be a working network of food-based communal relations. Simultaneously, this shared experience might provoke different and occasionally conflicting imaginaries which undermine the development of social relations, resulting in only ad hoc, temporary transactions of business interests and sentiments. In any case, whether Jerusalem Restaurant in Toronto creates a "real" community or an "imagined" one, this case study contributes to a more refined understanding of the social dynamics between Jews and Arabs in the diasporic context, and between Israelis and Palestinians outside their homeland. 
5
The analysis of Robin Cohen, Global Diasporas: An introduction (New York: Routledge, 1997) suggests that both, the 2000 year-old Jewish diasporic trauma as well as the mid-20 th century Palestinian diasporic trauma, should be defined as Victim Diasporas, a result of forced expulsion, while modern-day labor migrants, who move willingly, should be defined differently. In our case study there is a mixture of these various diasporic elements, incorporated in life biographies and historic experiences of the participants. 
